Radiant Infrared tube Heaters
Radiant ceramic heater
Industrial ceramic heater
Commercial ceramic heater
Patio ceramic heater
Floor standing radiant heater

GIL TAJHIZ offers a broad selection of infrared tube heaters and high intensity heaters including indoor and
outdoor gas radiant heaters. From warehouse heaters to car wash heaters, our team can help you pick the right
combination of infrared heating products that best fit your application, while giving you maximum energy savings.
GIL TAJHIZ delivers unmatched performance minimizing wasted convective heat and delivering more comfort for
your energy dollar. Our radiant infrared heaters are best for the environment too.
Purchase a GIL TAJHIZ overhead infrared heater and you’ll experience our highly rated customer service,
technical and design assistance plus outstanding durability for modern radiant heating systems.

How do Radiant Infrared Heaters Work?
Traditional warm air heaters work by first heating all the air within a space before the warmth can be felt by
anyone within that space.
Electric and gas infrared heaters are different. Radiant infrared heaters use infrared heat wave technology to
immediately heat objects, imitating the way the sun heats the earth. This means our heaters can provide the
same type of warmth as when the sun shines on a cool winter’s day.
Immediate Heating – The infrared heat waves pass through the air so that the majority of heat generated by
overhead infrared heaters can be absorbed by those below. As a result infrared radiant heaters provide an
immediate heat source as opposed to warm air or convection heaters, which have a long lag time between
activation and desired temperatures.
Compare GIL TAJHIZ electric overhead heaters and gas infrared heaters to other types of modern heaters and
feel the difference for yourself.
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DESCRIPTION
U-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
U-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
U-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
U-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
U-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
L-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
U-TUBE RADIANT HEATER
Stainless steel tube

MR-**L

MODEL
MR-25 U
MR-35U
MR-40U
MR-50U
MR-55U
MR-50L

CAPACITY (kCal/hr)
22,000
30,000
39,000
45,000
50,000
45,000

LENGTH (meter)
4
6.5
5.5
8.7
6.5
31

MR-50US

45,000

8

Ask Us about the GIL TAJHIZ Advantage
Our highly rated customer service has the quickest lead times, best on-time performance and the best overall
quality in the industry.
All of our high intensity heaters, radiant tube heaters and outdoor patio and stadium heaters come backed





by the GIL TAJHIZ Advantage which includes:
Professional heat planning support
Free design support
Comprehensive warranty – 10 year ceramic burner; 3 year all other components
For more information about GIL TAJHIZ Infrared Heaters or any of our top rated infrared heating products, or for
technical details regarding any particular infrared heater model please contact GIL TAJHIZ:

GIL TAJHIZ Radiant Tube Heater Highlights
There are several outstanding product features that make a GIL TAJHIZ overhead radiant tube heater the best in
the industry, including:







Long lasting construction with corrosion resistant parts, sealed tube heaters and protected fans
Easy maintenance with simple latch access [no need to turn off heater burner]
Energy savings up to 50% offers payback period as small as 1 year
Quiet “Whisper Jet” burners operate even lower than background noise
Uniform heat distribution pressure fan for optimal heating of space

Gas Fired Commercial Outdoor Heaters
For Restaurants: GIL TAJHIZ Overhead infrared outdoor heaters means more tables can be turned for better
branding and bigger profits. GIL TAJHIZ outdoor heaters also help to keep the aisles clear, resulting in swifter
table service and increased overall dining comfort. Choose between a GIL TAJHIZ mounted gas or propane
outdoor heater and a parasol outdoor patio heater. And best of all, GIL TAJHIZ outdoor ceiling gas heaters never
have to be handled by your staff!
For Municipalities: Infrared outdoor heaters are an affordable investment creating a more live-able city that
boosts public use and the city’s reputation. Your fellow citizens will thank you for it.
For Commercial Centers: Infrared outdoor heaters help draw people in, keeping them longer and boosting the
commercial value of your property.
For Contractors, Engineers and Designers: Infrared outdoor heaters can provide you with fresh ideas and new
projects that will make your customers warm and tingly all over.
For Stadium Operators: Infrared outdoor heaters provide spectators with sensible comfort; fans can be heated
for less than 5 cents per game.

GRC
CE certification

GRC-COM

GRU

DESCRIPTION
INDUSTRIAL CERAMIC RADIANT HEATER
INDUSTRIAL CERAMIC RADIANT HEATER
INDUSTRIAL CERAMIC RADIANT HEATER
COMMERCIAL CERAMIC RADIANT HEATER
COMMERCIAL CERAMIC RADIANT HEATER
FLOOR STANDING HEATER- UMBRELLA

MODEL
GRC 8
GRC 10
GRC 10+10
GRC COM-8
GRC COM-12
GRU

CAPACITY (kW)
12
15
30
12
18
15

The GIL TAJHIZ Outdoor Patio Heater Difference
GIL TAJHIZ Heaters’ offerings make choosing outdoor heaters easy and help keep your projects highly feasible
and affordable. That’s because of our unbeatable combination of:





Product selection
Lower operating costs
Radiant efficiency
We also offer total support all the way from outdoor heater design assistance to follow up customer service.
At the heart of it all is GIL TAJHIZ’s radiant heat efficiency, which is the amount of heat that actually warms people
and not the surrounding air. Our powerful, efficient outdoor patio heaters can be hung as high as 200 feet overhead
and still do their job.

Outdoor Heater Applications





Restaurant Patios
Rooftop Decks
Transit Shelters
Public Spaces

